Stratis blockchain in
Automotive
Gluon – creating an intelligent
connected automotive marketplace
Gluon’s platform establishes
an interconnected network of
vehicles, interprets it for users,
enables owners to act on their
data and businesses to tailor
oﬀerings for speciﬁc groups.

Gluon & Stratis
Gluon’s data requirements
evolve rapidly & their ecosystem
is set to grow
Flexibility is key, both to adapt &
to deliver the necessary
performance
The architecture of Stratis,
featuring conﬁgurable
sidechains, consensus
options & leveraging Microsoft’s
development tools provide the
future-prooﬁng Gluon requires

Why Stratis for Gluon?
Gluon is all about collaboration between partners – individuals,
auto manufacturers and suppliers of products & services. The
decentralized nature of blockchain facilitates exactly those kinds of
relationships and the enterprise orientation of Stratis made it a
great ﬁt from the start.

Stratis blockchain for a
growing ecosystem

Smart Contracts to execute
Gluon innovation

Delivering the tokenomics
to sustain the ecosystem

Written in C#/.NET and easily
deployable in the cloud, Gluon was
conﬁdent that integrating Stratis
would be straightforward, as their
ecosystem grows

Gluon is constantly extracting new
insights from its interconnected
network, so it needs to develop new
smart contracts using a familiar
environment.

Gluon is creating a token to fuel the
marketplace driven by data from
connected vehicles

Stratis sidechains and consensus
options ensure Stratis can be tuned to
deliver ﬂexibility & performance as
Gluon’s requirements evolve

Gluon requires high performance
smart contracts, which Stratis' solution
provides by running smart contracts on
sidechains where they do not suﬀer
mainchain ‘bloat’

Stratis’ enterprise orientation made
it a great ﬁt from the outset

Gluon needs to validate the smart
contracts behind ancillary applications,
and Stratis' unique whitelisting
functionality enables this review process

In addition to the STRAT token native
to the Stratis public blockchain,
project-speciﬁc tokens can also be
created like the one Gluon requires
Gluon will also be enabling
developers to create ancillary
applications to run on the platform,
extending its appeal

“Gluon is all about seamless connectivity. Stratis has been developed from the ground up in C# / .NET &
is easily deployable within the cloud, which allows Gluon to seamlessly integrate the Stratis platform into
our existing infrastructure.”
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